Canonbury Home Learning
Year 5 Reading
Monday 18th May 2020
LO: To infer using evidence from a text.
Chapter 16-18.

Task 1: Read chapters 16-18, taking notes where useful.
Task 2: In chapters 16-18 we see Ted and Kat test out their theories regarding Salim’s
disappearance. Use the text to make inferences about the key characters and the
choices they make. Feel free to use the given sentence starters to begin your answers.
Questions
1. Look a page 117. Why do you think the photos might reveal another clue about
Salim’s disappearance? The pictures were taken on …. When he was…

2. Look at page 118. Why did Ted and Kat want to revisit the London Eye? The texts
states that, ‘______’ which means…

3. Look at page 112. Why did Ted and Kat’s mother, not think it was a good idea for
the children to test out their theories? Faith did not want the children to….
Because… The texts quotes, ‘____’

4. Look at page 125. Why did the children’s mother not want them to leave the
house? Faith says, ‘_____’ this indicates that she did not…

5. Look at page 128. What reason does dad give for the queue being shorter on that
day in particular? The texts states that, ‘_____________________’.

6. Look at page 134. Why do you think Kat waited inside of the pod? Kat waited inside
of the pod because she wanted… I know this because it quotes, ‘__________’ on
page 134.

7. Look at page 135. What made Ted think that his sister was pretty? In the text, it
quotes, ‘________’
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8. Look at page 141. Explain your reason for why Kat kept the
photographs away from Ted. I think Kat…. Because… I know this because the text
quotes that she…

9. Look at page number 144. Why did theories 1 and 8 have to go? According to the
text, theories 1 and 8 had to go because, ‘_____’.

10. Look at page 148. Why do you think Ted crossed out Theory number 9? Because…
The text states that, ‘________’.

